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FEEL-GOOD-GLOW
BRIGITTE DIGITAL
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Leading a relaxed day to day 
life with the Feel-Good-Glow
Higher, faster, better, more beautiful - in our society, we want to get 
the maximum out of everything. Even out of ourselves, which ends 
in a swirl of self-optimization. We feel exhausted and externally 
determined; even though the last few years have shown us how 
important our own health and well-being is.

We say: Stop it and give us the good feelings! We want to learn to 
listen to ourselves again - and only do things that really do us 
good and make us glow inside and out. Will you join us?

February
2023

UUs 6,34 Mio. (AGOF 2021-11)

Visits 10,7 Mio. (GA 2022-09)

PIs 72,0 Mio. (GA 2022-09)

Instagram 70.500 Fans

BRIGITTE
Digital
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The Feel Good Glow Week

In the big theme week on BRIGITTE.de, we're not focusing on the 
rolls of fat, the wrinkles, the pale complexion. But on what we like 
about ourselves, what we are proud of. We look at the areas where 
we want to feel even better. How do we do that?

With the right nutrition, proper care, a little exercise, a terrific make-
up and a beautiful environment. Every weekday we dedicate 
ourselves to one of these topics to go radiantly through our 
everyday life.

On Instagram, we throw out the unattainable good resolutions and 
fast-moving trends. With the help of experts and the expertise of 
the editorial team, we show how to formulate good resolutions 
correctly so that they make a difference in the long term.

400.000 
Views*

* View forecast for a content sponsorship with a duration of 4 weeks

February
2023
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Confidence

Nutrition

Care

Exercise

Make-Up

Home Spa

Charisma

The theme week at a glance

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday



for the coronation of Charles III in May 2023

GALA 
Royal Moment Sponsoring



2023 will see the royal moment of the year - Charles III will 
be crowned king by the Archbishop of Canterbury in 
London's Westminster Abbey on May 6, 2023.

GALA fascinates, is always up to date and up close -
including at the coronation in May 2023. Like no other 
German society and lifestyle brand, GALA takes the royal 
fan community with it every step of the new king. This 
gives customers the opportunity to convey their own 
advertising message in an attractive, royal environment via 
GALA Royal Moment Sponsoring in a brand-safe and 
cross-media way on TV, print, digital, social and audio.
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Bookable

GALA Royal Moment Sponsoring

Exclusively and cross-channel at GALA in a 
unique 360° offer.

GALA
Royal Moment

Sponsoring

Individual Package

SOCIAL

DIGITAL

Podcast Package

AUDIO
Category Sponsoring

TV

PRINT

Royal Topic Environments

Content Sponsoring
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Sample visualization
*Subject to program changes. All prices plus VAT plus production costs and license fees. If price or rate 
group changes are made to the advertising environment, prices will be adjusted.

GALA Royal Moment TV

On Saturdays at 5:45 p.m., the society magazine 
GALA on RTL focuses on topics from the European 
royal houses, such as the coronation of Charles III, 
in its "GALA Royal Moment" section. 

As a sponsor, the client frames the GALA section 
within the show for four weeks around the 
coronation of Charles III - with a sponsorship 
opener at the beginning and a closer at the end, 
before moving on to the advertising island. 

Product: TV headings Sponsoring 
(4 x 7" Opener + 4 x 7" Closer)



Native and activating product staging

GALA | BRIGITTE | BARBARA | ELTERN

Social Live Shopping
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The live event with credible product 
staging

When it comes to trends from the world of fashion, beauty and lifestyle, 
experts from the editorial team know exactly what's hot right now. 

Two editors present trends and must-haves of the season. They 
respond to questions about products, best practices or styling options 
and react live to the users' comments. 

The corresponding pieces are displayed in product tiles in the video and 
link directly to the customer store.

Social Live Shopping

Play
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Depth of integration of the customer in the native advertorial

Sample visualization - layout varies depending on the booked brand.

Live-Shopping Modul 
Here the users can get in 

contact with the moderators 
and buy the advertised products 

via product tiles in your store

Openness:
For high user acceptance, the 

native advertorial is marked 
with "advertisement"

Customer content including 
links to shown products: 
Presentation of customer 
content in the look and feel of 
the editorial content of the 
booked media brand

Social Live Shopping


